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Prince Henry the Navigator of Portugal (1394 – 1460) initiated 

the Age of Discovery, encouraging and funding maritime 

exploration for trade and in the process create the Portuguese 

Empire. The prime objective was India and the spice islands in 

the east. The Portuguese strategy was to create a protected 

sea route around Africa. From 1415 Voyages of Discovery 

progressively extended south. Previously undiscovered 

hinterland was claimed for Portugal.

1484 Diego Cão to Walvis Bay

1485 Bartholameu Diaz rounded the Cape

1499 Vasco da Gama completed the route to India



Vasco da Gama, a Portuguese explorer, sailed around the Cape of Good Hope in 1497 – 1499 to 

become the first European to sail to India and discover a trade route between Portugal and the East. 

His objective was India and Africa was of use only for navigation points and fresh provisions. Trade 

along the east coast was controlled by Arab sultans with trading posts at strategic points along the 

coast.

On route, his visit to Mozambique (Island) was a diplomatic disaster. The poor quality of his gifts 

insulted the Sultan and he was forced to leave rapidly.  As he did he fired a canon on the town.

By right of (European) discovery he claimed all of Southern Africa for Portugal. Portugal had little 

interest in the interior but coastal land had to be controlled to protect the sea route to India. To do 

this, costal fortified outposts were established.  These apart, garrisons were established on the 

Zambezi to access the gold trade from the interior.

da Gama sailed as far as Malindi (Kenya) where he enlisted an Indian navigator to guide him across 

the Indian Ocean to Calicut (India). The voyage itself was a commercial success and led to a 

Portuguese policy of controlling the Indian Ocean trade and the establishment of Portuguese trading 

ports in India. 

By 1700 Portugal was more interested in Brazil which allowed Omani Arabs to push the Portuguese 

back down the coast, although their fortified outposts remained. This map shows the Portuguese 

settlements / fortified outposts in 1860.  Land outside the towns was not under control.  A 

Portuguese governor ruled these isolated settlements from Mozambique Island. Collectively, the 

region was called Portuguese East Africa. As its ten districts were merged progressively, the name 

Mozambique was increasingly used and in 1942 was applied officially to the whole colony.   
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Estado de Africa Oriental - Portuguese East Africa 
Until 1891 all districts issued the stamps of Mozambique.  From various years between 1891 and 1898, the 
districts and two Chartered Concession Companies issued their own stamps.  The military district of Gaza did 
not issue stamps.    

After 1920 the directly ruled districts adopted Mozambique stamps once more.  In 1929 the Nyassa Company 
concession was not renewed and districts within its territory started to use Mozambique stamps. The same 
happened in 1942 in districts under the control of the Mozambique Company when its concession was ended 
After 1942 Mozambique stamps were used throughout the colony.  
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In 1868 Portuguese stamps had been overprinted MADIERA for use on the island and were the first stamps 

issued by a Portuguese colony. In 1870 the first postage stamps printed for a colony, Angola, were issued and 

had a design featuring the Portuguese crown.  This design was modified to become a key type, inscribed with 

the name of the colony in which it was to be used.  There were about 25 colonies that issued “Crown” stamps.

Mozambique issued its crown stamps in 1876

Mozambique

You see a lot of 
empty spaces. I have left this 

issue to turn to when I have the expertise 
to identify fakes – there are 

a lot around! 



Fournier forgeries, identified as such

Bottom half of the page, featuring Mozambique from one of the 480 representative 

albums produced by “Union Philatelique de Gèneve” in 1928

NB the overprint “FAUX” applied by the “Union Philatelique”

Why I was reluctant to complete a collection of the first issue, “The Crown”

– The existence of large numbers of “high quality” Fournier forgeries  

Mozambique



François Fournier 1846-1917
He considered he was a “Creator of Art Objects”, referring to his stamps as  

“Facsimiles”. Considered himself the champion of collectors of modest means. 

Never considered himself a forger. He was never prosecuted for forgery 

French, he began forging stamps at Geneva in 1904. In 1914, he has 10,000 

approved customers and offered 3671 different stamps. In general prices were 

1CHF (1/-) or 2CHF (2/-). He was a perfectionist and refused to mark his work. 

This omission led to the failure of his business 

In 1927 his stock (800 lbs) was bought by Union Philatelique de Gèneve and 

sufficient examples (to fill 480 representative albums) were overprinted FAUX or 

Fac-Simile. The remaining stamps were burnt on 15 September 1928, under the 

supervision of the Bailiff of the Canton of Geneva. Over the past 92 years most 

albums have been broken up and pages sold separately. In 2019, a complete 

album of 3671 items was sold for £5520.   





I have left 
out the first Carlos 

issue. My collection is
incomplete & we have 

limited time today





Note: 
Carlos overprinted

were issued before these
Manoel stamps, but as a 
story, I have changed 

the order   





A philatelist’s 
issue! An attractive 
design, perf. & paper 
variations, surcharges

overprints, new
values over

time





1902, a year of national bankruptcy. Use of old stock 
is not surprising. NB The Escudo was Adopted in 1911 

but the previous currency is used here!   





A postcard home, 1929

Cargo liners and cargo ships called regularly at Lourenço Marques. 
(It was the port terminus of the Railway to Pretoria, Transvaal)
It is not possible to determine whether “Lawson”was a passenger or crew member. 

18th March 1929





Camoes’



1938

An imperial omnibus 
issue. Designs to the

taste of o government that 
was nationalistic and
wanting a return to a 

golden age 







A theme seen in all colonies.
To me unappealing – poor 
designs in drab colours



What a difference. Pock your favourite
Once more thematic!



Postmark: Airmail – Lourenço Marques 2nd December 1952

Ret: K.M. Akselsen, Chief Officer
s/s Caltex Brussels
O.T.C., Bahrein Island,
Persian Gulf

S.S Caltex Brussels
Built 1951
16,660 tons



Astonishing – after just 2 years, the beautiful fishes
issue was replaced. Still a nice looking issue, but not as good. 
Was the philatelic market the reason? Low values not much 

use for postage but ideal for school-boy packets 



All overseas provinces issues
A short definitive set in the 

mid-50s. A map of the
territory



Postmark: Lourenço Marques Airmail 2.10.1957

Commercial letter with a mix of 1953 & 1954 Definitive stamps 
+ 1951 commemorative stamp 

Ruston & Hornsby were a renowned builder of industrial narrow gauge engines, traction 
engines and diesel engines which were imported into Mozambique. These examples 
were used on the Sena Sugar Estates at Tete.  

In Rhodesia in the 1950 (when I lived there) it
was common to receive envelopes, such as this with mixed 

definitive frankings



30th January 1961                                                                     Mozambique towns and cities

Another thematic issue:
Attractive stamps which suggests 

that these are aimed at the philatelic
market as well as postal requirements.  
In 1961 5c was 0.15d, a denomination

of little use for franking, but 
ideal for school boy 

packets.    

This coats of arms theme was
used also in Angola &

Cape Verde



1st December 1963                                                                     The Evolution of Sailing Ships
Again thematic issue:

The same comments apply.    



This military uniforms issue 
is truly thematic, being issued in all 
overseas provinces between 1965 &

1967. In each, different designs
were used



Wallpaper!
Diamond shape gimmick & a subject much liked by 

schoolboys. However at this date the “Overseas War” was at 
its height & income from philatelic sales was an

Important income stream  



Independence
It seems that all stamps in stock in reasonable 

numbers were overprinted to serve as the
1st post-independence definitive.

NB: no surcharges





Post-independence mail

Posted 9th August ?? 

The place name on the post mark is probably “MATACUANE”, from which the last two

letters are missing. There presence would a balanced positioning of the name.

(Matacua does not exist)

Matacuane is a district in the centre of Beira  

This is consistent with the sender’s home address,“Dondo” 14 km north west of Beira

An interesting cover! 
Postal service unaffected between 

Marxist “People’s Republic of Mozambique” and
Apartheid South Africa while liberation

wars were in progress & “hot” 



Airmail to Hamburg 1938

Lourenço Marques (Posta Aerea) 29 January 1938

Imperial Airways introduced a flying-boat service to South Africa on 6th June 1937, 

which had stops at Mozambique, Beira & Lourenço Marques. Airmail stamps were not 

yet available. Instead Par Avion labels were used. These were inscribed Taxa Recebida / 

Taxe Perçue, with a space to write-in the fee paid, here 3$30

With some time available, I am able to
Show a airmail stamps & a few covers!





Airmail to London 1945

Letter to Imperial College London

18 July 1945. Lourenço Marques - Posta Aerea – 18 July 1945  

Postage 6$50

Examined by British censor 



The 1946 design should have had 
“fee received” in French which was corrected in 6 months.

It is not a very high quality stamp



Airmail to London 1948

1947 airmail issue (Taxa Recebida / Taxe Perçue)

1 x 50c + 2 x 1$ + 3 x 5$ = 17$50

Lourenço Marques - Posta Aerea – 28 Frbruary 1948  



The 1946/7 issue appears to 
have been a stop-gap. 2 years later,
this well designed set by Courvoisier

was released   



Surprisingly, 
there was no new airmail 

issue for 14 years, which contrasts
with normal definitive issues policy 

– 5 sets in the same
period.


